TWO BY TWO
NOMOTC EDGE FUND

Give “two”

Share “two”

IT JUST TAKES ‘ TWO ‘
As parents of multiples, we know that two or more can be a lot: a lot to handle during a feeding, a lot to
coordinate during the school years, a lot of worry when teens head off to college, a lot of love to fill your heart.
Two will also be a lot for NOMOTC’s EDGE Fund. The EDGE Fund is NOMOTC’s endowment, which allows for future
growth of our organization and for continuing support of member clubs in fostering our mission of research and education
for families with multiple birth children. Your donation of “two” will be integral in helping NOMOTC build this
endowment. What is the “two” you can offer? Luckily, it’s not as complex or time-consuming as raising multiples!
All we ask is that you: Give Two – Share Two
Give “Two” dollars to NOMOTC’s EDGE Fund. Two dollars doesn’t sound like much. In fact, at the grocery store, it won’t
even buy a half-gallon of milk. But NOMOTC is an organization of over 25,000 members, so if every member donates
$2.00…well, you can do the math and see the results are amazing!
Share with “Two” about NOMOTC’s EDGE Fund. Share the news about the “two by two”
campaign with two friends, two parents or grandparents of multiples, two business professionals
who support multiple birth families, and encourage them to join with you by also donating $2.00.
Most likely, it won’t take more than two minutes of your time!
So “two by two”, we can work together to build the EDGE Fund and turn dreams to reality.
Please consider joining other NOMOTC members in sustaining the future of NOMOTC. Donations of any size are
certainly welcome, but we know first-hand how raising multiples puts a strain on the family budget, particularly in these
hard, economic times. So all we ask is that you: Give Two – Share Two
Invest in a future that offers support for member clubs nationwide.
Help build support for multiple birth families today and tomorrow.

It just takes “two.” It just takes you!
Mail donations payable to: NOMOTC EDGE Fund, 2000 Mallory Lane, Suite 130-600, Franklin, TN 37067
or donate with debit or credit card by visiting www.nomotc.org

